
SMALLER, GREENER, FASTER? THINK RUN-TO-SIZE
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IF YOU’RE ORDERING PALLETS OF 4´x 8´ SHEET, THINK AGAIN
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Run-to-Size sheet solutions from Plaskolite are the 
right way to think about your next order. Think smaller 
sheet sizes to lower cost by buying in the length and 
width you need. Think greener by allowing Plaskolite 
to run less material and create less scrap for you. 

RUN-TO-SIZE SOLUTIONS FROM PLASKOLITE

Run-to-Size also means a more reliable and predictable 
price with 2 week lead times for OPTIX® acrylic and 
TUFFAK® polycarbonate sheet.

 Clear OPTIX® Acrylic Colored OPTIX® Acrylic
 2-week lead time  3-week lead time 
 Clear only (no impact, no frame grade, L etc.)  Colors only (no impact / White LD only)

 Min. 1000 lbs. / Max. 20,000 lbs.  Min. 3000 lbs. / Max. 20,000 lbs. 

  Thickness range: 0.060˝ to 0.250˝ 

  Excludes special runs (patterns, thick gauge, etc.) 
  Excludes items that require nonstock heat-treated pallets or cradles

 Clear TUFFAK® Polycarbonate Colored TUFFAK® Polycarbonate
 2-week lead time  3-week lead time 
 GP Clear & SL Clear only (no AR, OP, etc.)  Colors only (White SL only)

 Min. 1000 lbs. / Max. 20,000 lbs.  Min. 3000 lbs. / Max. 20,000 lbs. 

  Thickness range: 0.060˝ to 0.236˝ 

  Excludes special runs (patterns, thick gauge, etc.) 
  Excludes items that require nonstock heat-treated pallets or cradles

Think about Run-to-Size from Plaskolite 
when it‘s time to place your next order!

These suggestions and data are based on information we believe to be 
reliable. They are offered in good faith, but without guarantee, as conditions 
and methods of use are beyond our control. We recommend that the 
prospective user determines the suitability of our materials and suggestions 
before adopting them on a commercial scale.


